L INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, x-ray dirqy-mstics have become an increasingly important part of moderate-to-high density plasma physics experiments. These diagnostics generally fall into two categories: 2-D imaging instnnnents, and high-resolution spectrometers. For the imaging experiments, there can be gatcd time-resolution, but the spcctml resolution is achieved by filtering and is, therefore, quite broad. For the spectrometers, the time dependence is achieved by either gating or streaking; and if by gating, then 1-E spatially resolved spectra can also be obt .aincd. Modern spectrometers typically have on the order of l-eV energy resolution whrn olmrating in the l-5-keV range.
When a simulation of the pli~n~ii expm-iment is carried out using a Rad.iationHydrodynarnics (R.ad-Hydro) code, the charac.tcristics of the experimental diagnostics~xe not usually pm-t of the silnulation. This stzu]tlw-d rrslllt is tlw std~lt itm to t lW tin-w independent radiation transport equation 
C. Kinetics and Opacity Calculntioi~s
TIw nt.omit 10T:~Il ])()]~llliltiolls w('~olll])lltf'(1 lq' solving w s(~t of c()~llJl(vl ratr t~(llliitio]w:
The DCA pnckage is highly modular so that other, exotic, processes such as double Auger, can be addwleasily in thcfutuxc.
The atomic model from which the rates are calculated is generally created externally prior to the TDG/DCA by a suite of atomic physics codes. For any given set of sequences (of bound electrons), these cocks typically generate a fully relativistic, fully multiconfigurational set of states and energies up through some speafkd maximum principal quantum number ( PQN' ), together with all the associated state-t~state rates. The user tail then collapse this full set of states and rates to a smaller set by various procedures.
The photoicmization frequctxlry dcpcndenm is fit a standard formula witl, four parameters. 
D. Line Broadening
During the computation of the opacities, it is possible to~ive BB transitions a line prc$k. For large models there are t.ypiciilly tens of thousands of BB photo transitions and it is not comput at ionally feasible or necessary to have a profile for each of these.
For that reason, profiles are computed only for those transitions that the user requests.
Typically this is done only for lines within tile spectrometer window, and only for those that have appreciable Einstein A values. There is a utility program available which can scan the atomic model and extract out the needed information for important lines. For large models, this procedure generates cm the order of 500-1000 profiled transitions.
In the current structure for the code, the default profile is a Voigt profile. If the user requests that an esca~~e factor analysis bc performed for a given line, then the profile will be determined by this analysis (see Part F below). In future versions of the code, the Stark broadening (see below) for the lines will not necessarily be included as a component of the Lorent z width of a l~oigt profi.k (as is now clone). Rather, au option will be available that computes the total Stark profilr for a complex of line (including satellite lines) using algorithms of vw-ing levels of sophistication.
The Voigt paranwtcr is essentially the ratio of the Lorentz width to the Doppler width.
The Lorentz widtl~is mm~inally the sum of thv Lorcntz widths for the upper and lower n"Q: 
E. Photon Field Calculations
The kinetics rc(luires a plmton field at essentially all frequencies for photo-BF processes, - with These ray-dependent intensities are summed over rays (angles) with appropriate weighis to give~tti(J ). This calculation is repeated for each T'DG frequency, including frequencies cent aining only continuum radi;it ion.
. Escape Factor Formalism
When a given BB photo-transition experiences an optical depth appreciably gre".t~r than 1. at any frequency in the line profile, the Lambda iteration procedure discussed usingdumps from a slightly differentRad-Hydro run. Specifically,the run had a slightly thickershell (Pusher); it was run usingdiffusionradiationtransportinsteadof Pn; and its driveenergy was somewhat lower. The result for the theoretical spectra is quite different from the nominal run. It is not clear at this point which of these 3 issues is the most important determinant in the difference-a.n ongoing study is attempting to sort this out.
Clearly, however, this result indicates that the Rad-Hydro code may generate subtle shifts in temperatures and densities that have decidedly non-subtle effects on spectra.
Comparing Fig. 8 with Fig .0910
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